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By Kevin Lewis

Six times zones to the east, changing planes in Frankfurt, 

we landed in Warsaw, our smallish tour group of SC sec-

ondary school teachers accompanied by Becky and myself, 

Leah our travel agent, and two other interested adults. The 

Holocaust Council of SC, of which I am a long-time mem-

ber, had recruited me as “leader,” thankfully absorbing my 

travel cost. At the same time, during the tour our group ben-

efitted immensely that week, July 1-7, from running com-

mentaries by our experienced young Polish guide, Marcelli-

na, as we travelled in a hired van.  

The itinerary was designed to give us first-hand knowledge 

of selected death camps, synagogues, and Jewish cemetar-

ies, that our teachers might be inspired to fit the Holocaust/

Shoah into their social

studies lesson plans upon 

returning  home.

It began with a visit to 

Warsaw’s beautiful, 

flower-bedecked old 

Jewish cemetery, to the 

Umschagplatz departure 

site for Warsaw Ghetto 

Jews herded away by 

train to destruction, a 

Ghetto Museum, then the 

restored 17th-century 

Tykocin synagogue north-

east of the city and the 

nearby forest where thousands of Jews were given mass 

burial. And finally to the Treblinka death camp surrounded 

by tall forest. 

It was important

that the group 

throughout the 

trip enjoyed con-

vivial meals to-

gether, enthusias-

tic shopping 

(some of us), 

comfortable ho-

tels, and a Mo-

zart concert in 

the Royal Palace 

in Warsaw Old 

Town.

Proceeding 

southerly to Lublin, we walked the old town cobbled 

streets, imagining the considerable long-time Jewish com-

munity side by side with the Polish community centered 

upon King Sigismund’s Castle. Just outside Lublin, on a 

very warm day, we walked the acres of the Majdanek death 

camp, undestroyed by the advancing Soviets in late 1944.

Startling indeed was the immense pile of preserved ashes

and remains of Jews destroyed there – a huge mound under 

a cement roof, open on all sides, at the center of the camp.

Then to Krakow, familiar to Becky and me from my 1988-

89 teaching appointment, where we explored the second 

largest city square in Europe after Saint Marks in Venice 

(the Rynek) and Wawel Castle, head-

quarters of Nazi commander Hans Frank 

during the war – probably explaining 

why old Krakow was not damaged dur-

ing the occupation. On the hour (and for

Polish radio) , the “Trumpeter of Kra-

kow” still  plays from the higher steeple 

tower of the Mariacki church on the 

Rynek, a traditional melody, cut abruptly 

short to recall the arrow piercing the 

neck of the original 13th century trumpet-

er sounding the alarm as the Mongols 

began their attack on the city. 

There we toured the still under-populated 

Jewish section, Kazimierz and the re-

By Mardi McCabe 

The speaker for the Religious Studies Lecture and Workshop for 

spring 2014 was Omid Safi, Professor of Islamic Studies at Uni-

versity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, specializing in contem-

porary Islamic thought and classical Islam. He is Chair for the 

Islamic Mysticism Group at the American Academy of Religion, 

the primary professional organization for academics in Religious 

Studies. Omid's most recent volume American Islam has just been 

published by Cambridge University Press, and his next two vol-

umes will deal with modern Iran and the Persian mystic Rumi. 

Omid is an award-winning teacher and speaker, and he has been 

among the most frequently sought speakers on Islam in popular 

media, appearing frequently in the New York Times, Newsweek, 

Washington Post, PBS, NPR, NBC, CNN, and international me-

dia. He blogs regularly at http://omidsafi.religionnews.com. 

The Reli-

gious Stud-

ies Lecture 

and Work-

shop, held 

February 6 

– 7,

brought 

Dr. Safi to 

the USC 

campus to 

talk on 

these areas 

of particu-

lar interest in the dynamic cultural dialogues that are shaping and 

re-configuring our American societies. 

The afternoon lecture on Thursday, February 6, addressed the 

topic of “Debates in Islamic Reform” focused on justice, plurali-

ty, and women. Questions of justice, he pointed out have always 

been central to Islam. Issues of justice must include economic 

justice as well as social justice and political justice. Where, he 

asked, are the religious leaders today who will speak truth to pow-

er? He cited the Oxfam findings that 85 individuals (who could fit 

comfortably in the modest size classroom in which we were sit-

ting) own more wealth than the “bottom” 50% of humanity, more 

than 3.5 billion human beings.  

Questions of plurality, he noted, include who gets to decide what 

plurality encompasses. And debates about women include both 

the questions of justice and of plurality. But, he said, while the 

men gather to decide whether women should be allowed to inter-

pret the Quran, the women are increasingly getting together in 

reading groups 

to read and 

discuss the 

Quran among 

themselves, 

and publishing 

their thoughts 

and blogging 

about them 

online.  

The evening 

lecture on 

"Islam in 

America post- 9/11" was equally interesting and sprinkled with 

the same wit and humor Safi brought to the afternoon talk. The 

talk, punctuated with images projected onto the screens in 

the room, introduced the audience to the creative ways 

American Muslims are utilizing to negotiate the new 

America following the watershed events of 9/11.  

Safi also brought out the multi-racial aspect of Islam in 

America. He noted that 20%-30% of African slaves 

brought to America were Muslim and today African Amer-

icans constitute a quarter of American Muslims. Safi spoke 

at length about Martin Luther King’s Riverside Church 

speech; the prophet of justice speaking truth to power. 

On Friday, 

students and fac-

ulty gathered to 

hear about the 

mystic poet, 

Jalaludin Rumi, 

the “prophet of 

love.” While the 

basic teachings of 

many religions 

call on their fol-

lowers to turn 

away from evil to 

save their soul 

from damnation 

and gain salva-

tion, Rumi's con-

cern is with illu-

mination of the human spirit here and now.   Rumi instead dis-

plays the wonder and beauty of God and asks, “how can you not 

love this beauty, how can you not be drawn to this wonder? 
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The travel group at Treblinka 

Leah Chase, our travel agent, at Berkenau, next to a repli-

ca of the boxcars that brought Jews to the death camps 

Marcellina, our guide in Poland, with the group at the re-

stored synagogue in Tykocin. 

http://omidsafi.religionnews.com/

